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ABOUT THIS TEACHER GUIDE 

How can these materials be used? 

These materials provide a framework for preparing you and your students for a visit to the exhibition 

and offer suggestions for follow up classroom reflection and lessons. The discussions and activities 

introduce some of the exhibition’s key themes and concepts. 
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Which grade levels are these materials intended for?  

These lessons and activities have been written for Elementary, Middle, or High School students. We 

encourage you to adapt and build upon them in order to meet your teaching objectives and students’ 

needs. 

 

Learning standards 

The projects and activities in these curriculum materials address national and state learning 

standards for the arts, English language arts, social studies, and technology. 
 

The Partnership for Twenty-first Century Learning Skills 

http://www.p21.org/ 
 

Common Core State Standards 

http://www.corestandards.org/ 
 

Links to National Learning Standards 

http://www.mcrel.org/compendium/browse.asp 
 

Comprehensive guide to National Learning Standards by content area 

http://www.education-world.com/standards/national/index.shtml 
 

New York State P-12 Common Core Learning Standards 

http://www.engageny.org/resource/new-york-state-p-12-common-core-learning-standards 
 

New York City Department of Education’s Blueprint for Teaching and Learning in the Arts 

http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/teachlearn/arts/blueprint.html 
 

 

Feedback 

Please let us know what you think of these materials. Email us at schoolprograms@whitney.org. 

For more information about our programs and resources, please visit whitney.org/Education. 
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AT THE MUSEUM 

 

Guided Visits 

We invite you and your students to visit the Whitney to see the Biennial 2014 exhibition, on view 

through May 25, 2014. To schedule a visit, please go to whitney.org/education/k12. Guided visits are 

hour-long thematic tours that build upon classroom learning. We introduce students to three to five 

works of art through careful looking, discussions, and activities that incorporate the artist’s voice and 

process. Museum educators lead inquiry based conversations as well as sketching or writing 

activities in the galleries. 

 

Guided Visit Themes 

 

School Programs uses a thematic-based approach to teaching in the galleries. We created these 

themes in order to foster thoughtful connections between K-12 classroom learning and the art on 

view. When you schedule a guided visit, you will be able to choose one of the following themes. 

 

Artist as Observer (K-12) 

How do artists represent the world around them? How do they choose to show people and places? 

This theme can address topics including New York City, community, landscape, and portraiture. This 

is a great thematic tour for first-time visitors as it incorporates visual literacy skills and introduces 

students to multiple ways of looking at and talking about art. 

 

Artist as Storyteller (K-12) 

How do artists tell a story? What is their point of view? This theme addresses ELA concepts such as 

narrative, tone, character, and setting and is recommended for literacy and writing classes.  

 

Artist as Experimenter (K-12) 

How do artists push boundaries and explore new concepts? This theme examines how artists 

experiment with materials, processes, and ideas. Younger students may look at how artists use 

formal elements such as line, shape, color, texture, and composition, or how they transform everyday 

objects. Older students may consider more conceptual questions, such as “What makes this art?” 

and “Why is this in a museum?”  

 

Artist as Critic (6-12) 

How do artists respond to the social, political, and cultural climate of their time? What does their 

work tell us about American life and culture? How can art serve as a catalyst for change? Students 

examine how artists respond to the topics that shape history, politics, and contemporary culture. 

This thematic tour can address subjects such as current events, war, gender, race, politics, and 

activism. 

  



AT THE MUSEUM (CONTINUED) 

 

Working with Museum Educators 

If you are scheduled for a guided visit, your museum educator will contact you in advance. Let them 

know what preparatory work you have done, how this connects to the rest of your curricula, and 

what you would like your visit to focus on. The more you tell them, the better they can prepare for 

your visit. Please also let them know if your students have any specific needs. If you are visiting 

during public hours, high school students (in chaperoned groups) are welcome to stay after your 

guided tour. 

 

All educators and students who have a guided tour will receive a pass which offers free admission to 

the Whitney during the school year.   

 

Self-guided visits 

High School students are welcome to visit the museum during public hours in a self-guided capacity. 

Self-guided visits must be scheduled in advance. A maximum of 60 students may arrive at the 

museum together and must then divide into small groups (no more than 4 students) to visit the 

galleries. One chaperone must accompany 15 students. 

 

Discuss museum rules with students before your visit. We have found that works of art are more 

accessible if students are provided with some structure or direction, and we recommend giving 

students a task to complete while in the galleries. You may want to create a worksheet, free-writing 

or poetry activity, or a sketching assignment.  

 

whitney.org/ForTeachers 

Check out our web resources especially for K-12 teachers! Here you can explore the Whitney’s 

collection, try out an activity with your students, prepare for a Museum visit, and learn some tips for 

working with modern and contemporary art. For Teachers also includes a build your own collection 

feature, discussion, research, art making and writing activities, downloadable teacher guides, and 

links to related websites. 

 

whitney.org/WhitneyKids 

Whitney Kids is a special area of the Whitney's website designed to engage children ages 8-12 with 

art and artists. Here, kids can collect art, add tags, take quizzes, vote in polls, and make their own 

profile page, which they can share with their peers. Featured artist pages offer in-depth content that 

includes an introduction to the artist's life and work as well as their inspiration and ideas about art. 

Art and artist texts are comprised of real art historical information written in age-appropriate, yet 

sophisticated language in order to make complex ideas about art accessible and interesting to 8-12 

year-olds. 

 

 

We look forward to welcoming you and your students to the Whitney! 

  



  



− 

− 

− 

− 

 

The 2014 Biennial exhibition features the work of artists who explore different ways of experiencing 

and interpreting the world around them. Some artists experiment with unusual materials and playful 

approaches, other artists draw our attention to important social and political issues, while others ask 

us to pause and reflect. These artists often challenge our ideas about what art can be. 

 

 

 

Susan Howe creates poetry out of found text from literary or history books and documents. She 

culls excerpts from the texts as well as the marginal text such as footnotes and table of 

contents. Using copies of these sources, she cuts out sentences and fragments, pasting and 

taping them together but retaining the typefaces, spacing, and rhythms of the original source. 

Her compositions are built both by control and chance arrangements. Howe said: “. . .I often think 

of the space of a page as a stage, with words, letters, syllable characters moving across.” 

 

 

http://whitney.org/Education/ForTeachers/Collection
http://whitney.org/Exhibitions/2014Biennial


 

―

 

 

Hicks designed her site-specific textile work,  (2014) with the 

architecture of the Museum building in mind, considering the coffered, open design of the ceiling and 

the sense of solidity she found in the stone floor. By extending the cords from the ceiling to the floor, 

she hopes to activate viewers’ awareness of these architectural elements. 

 

Anne Byrd. Transcript of interview with Sheila Hicks,. Biennial 2014 audio guide, January 2014. 

 

 

 

 

 



POST-VISIT ACTIVITIES 

− 

− 

− Make connections with artists’ sources of inspiration. 

 

1. Artist as Critic: Museum Visit Reflection 

After your museum visit, ask students to take a few minutes to write about their experience of the 

2014 Biennial exhibition. Have each student choose one work that they saw in the Biennial exhibition 

and write about it. Share and discuss students’ writing. Why did this particular work get their 

attention? How does it address their definition of art? Have their ideas changed as a result of their 

visit? What did they see that was unexpected? 

 

 

 

 Where do students notice l

 

 



POST-VISIT ACTIVITIES CONTINUED 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dawoudbey.net/index.php/photographs/the-birmingham-project/
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http://www.english.illinois.edu/maps/poets/m_r/randall/birmingham.htm


POST-VISIT ACTIVITIES CONTINUED 
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POST-VISIT ACTIVITIES CONTINUED 

 

 



MAXINE ADAMS AND AMELIA MAXWELL (FROM 
THE BIRMINGHAM PROJECT), 2012 

 
Dawoud Bey, Maxine Adams and Amelia Maxwell (from The Birmingham Project), 2012. Two pigmented inkjet prints mounted 

on dibond, 40 × 64 in. (101.6 × 162.6 cm) overall. Collection of the artist. © Dawoud Bey 

 

In 2005, Dawoud Bey began regularly visiting Birmingham, Alabama, where he familiarized himself 

with the city, its residents, and the history of the tragic day in September 1963 when six young 

African Americans were killed in acts of racial violence—four girls in the bombing of the 16th Street 

Baptist Church and two boys in separate but related incidents. Seven years later, at the invitation of 

the Birmingham Museum of Art, Bey produced a series of black-and-white diptychs, two of which are 

on view in the 2014 Biennial, pairing portraits of African Americans the same ages as the victims of 

the 1963 killings with pictures of adults at the ages that the victims would have been in 2012. 

The project is in part Bey’s response to seeing, almost fifty years earlier, a black-and-white 

photograph of bombing survivor Sarah Jean Collins, confined to a hospital bed, her face mangled. 

The image had immediately gripped the young Bey, who, as an African American child, understood 

that it could have been him lying there. When he returned to Birmingham to produce these new 

photographs, Bey staged his portraits in two locations—the Bethel Baptist Church, which occupied a 

central role in the Civil Rights movement, and the Birmingham Museum of Art, which in 1963 

instituted a weekly “Negro Day” when African Americans were allowed to view its exhibitions.  

http://whitney.org/image_columns/0053/1332/bey_02biennial01_1140-web_800.jpg


 

Born and raised in Jamaica, Queens, New York, Dawoud Bey attended the School of Visual Arts in 

New York from 1976 to 1978 and received his BFA from Empire State College, State University of 

New York, in 1990 and his MFA from Yale University School of Art in 1993. Bey’s first major 

photographic project was Harlem USA (1975-1979), a collective portrait of the neighborhood. For 

four years, he roamed the streets of Harlem, photographing residents with a 35mm camera his 

godfather, Artie Miller, had given him when he was fifteen years old. Inspired by the work of earlier 

photographers, especially Walker Evans, Aaron Siskind, and Roy DeCarava, Bey continued to 

practice street photography in Harlem and other African American communities until the late 1980s, 

when he became concerned about what he described as the “implicit power relationships acted out 

in the process of photographing people, particularly those on the margins of society.” To address 

this problem, Bey dispensed with the unobtrusive snapshot camera and instead used devices that 

necessitated a conscious interaction between photographer and subject. He first employed a 4” x 5” 

view camera in 1988 and subsequently started working with a larger, tripod-mounted Polaroid 

camera. Since the Polaroid camera produced both a negative and a print, Bey decided to give the 

black-and-white positives to the people he photographed, keeping the negative for his own enlarged 

prints.  

 

In 1991, Bey shifted his practice into the studio, using a 20” x 24” Polaroid camera to create large-

scale, color close-ups of his sitters. Each complete work is composed of two to three images—

arranged as diptychs or triptychs—taken at different angles in slightly modified poses, which 

highlight the singularity of his subjects. Since 1998, Bey has been professor of art at Columbia 

College in Chicago. He continues to work on community-based projects, including a series titled 

Class Pictures (2002-2007), in which he photographed high school students in the cities of Detroit, 

New York, Orlando, and San Francisco. Bey’s series Strangers/Community (2010-2013) brings 

together pairs of people who live in the same community, but who did not know each other before 

posing for the photographer. 

 

Barry Schwabsky. “Redeeming the Humanism in Portraiture,” The New York Times, April 20, 1997, Section 13. 

http://www.nytimes.com/1997/04/20/nyregion/redeeming-the-humanism-in-portraiture.html 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1997/04/20/nyregion/redeeming-the-humanism-in-portraiture.html


 

  



 

This cascading installation is one of the most massive produced by Sheila Hicks since she began 

working with textiles, or “supple materials” as she refers to her media, in the late 1950s. As with many 

of her large scale works, Hicks designed the piece with the architecture of the building in mind. Of 

interest to her are the coffered, open design of the ceiling and the sense of solidity she found in the 

stone floor. By extending the cords from the ceiling to the floor, she hopes to activate viewers’ 

awareness of these architectural elements.  

 



 



Untitled (from Tom Tit Tot), 2013. Paper and scotch tape, 11 x 8 1/2 in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm). Collection of the artist; courtesy the 
artist. © Susan Howe 
 

 

 



 

Writer, essayist, and poet Susan Howe was born in Boston, Massachusetts. Her mother Mary 

Manning was an actress and her father a law professor at Harvard; her sister, Fanny Howe, is also an 

acclaimed poet. After graduating from high school, Howe spent a year in Dublin, as an apprentice at 

the Gate Theatre. She earned a degree from the Boston Museum School of Fine Arts in 1961, and 

enjoyed some success with exhibitions in New York. 

Howe’s work is often associated with the experimental approaches and disregard for conventional 

literary forms of the Language School, emergent in the 1970s. But her combination of formal 

invention and historical consciousness also recalls modernists like James Joyce and William Carlos 

Williams as much as her younger contemporaries. She is deeply invested in American history, from 

the Revolutionary era through World War II, as well as American, British and Irish literature. Her work 

layers all of these archives, weaving together disparate ways of reading, looking and thinking into 

poems complicated by the compressed idioms, emotions, histories and transcriptions held in place 

by her combinations and cuts. Howe explores the word as shape, image, and sound, plays upon 

words that possess phonetic similarities. Some critics have likened her poems to paintings on the 

page, the large gaps between words providing white spaces that are meant to convey as much 

meaning as the words themselves. We are asked to see and hear the shapes and sounds of the 

words instead of just reading through them to interpret their meaning.  

 

  

http://www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/susan-howe
http://www.theparisreview.org/interviews/6189/the-art-of-poetry-no-97-susan-howe


© Zoe Leonard 

Zoe Leonard has transformed a section of the Museum’s fourth-floor gallery, with its signature 

Marcel Breuer–designed window, into an enormous camera obscura, drawing attention to both the 

Museum’s building and the city outside.  

 

The camera obscura is a naturally occurring phenomenon recorded since ancient times, in which a 

small hole in one side of a dark chamber projects an inverted image of the outside view onto the 

surfaces of the room. Leonard takes up this principle in order to investigate vision as not only an 

optical process but also a temporal and social experience; she places us directly inside the camera, 

engaging with the apparatus of sight itself.  

 

In a series of related camera obscura installations begun in 2011, the artist has sited works in a range 

of locations, each calling to mind a different set of associations and references. On the occasion of 

the Biennial, Leonard looked to notes that Breuer made as he designed the Museum’s building in 

1965. Of the building, he wrote, “It should be an independent and self-relying unit, exposed to history,  

  



 

and at the same time it should have visual connection to the street”; and, “Windows have lost their 

justification of existence in this building; only a very few remain, and only to establish a contact with 

the outside.”  

 

Leonard’s installation invites us to slow down. On entering, the viewer may barely perceive the image; 

the room might appear to be completely dark. But as one’s eyes adjust, the picture becomes 

increasingly apparent, growing brighter and revealing color and detail. Simultaneously, the image 

evolves: the light shifts, blinds open and close, cars drive up Madison Avenue—all projected onto the 

building’s gridded cement ceiling. The viewer is immersed in a continuous present, watching and 

listening, as much a part of the installation as is the view outside. 

 

  



Born in Liberty, New York, Zoe Leonard grew up in New York City. At the age of fifteen, she dropped 

out of school and taught herself how to take photographs with her mother’s camera. Her early 

images often reflect her peripatetic life travelling across the country, working at odd jobs, and 

encountering various landscapes. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Leonard continued to 

photograph urban scenes in cities such as Paris and Washington, D.C.; she also captured Niagara 

Falls and anonymous suburban housing developments. In addition, she began taking photographs 

concerning the representation of women. In one series, she shot catwalk models from a low angle, 

revealing their underwear; in others, she depicted anatomical models, wigs, chastity belts, and female 

dolls, alongside the bell jars, receptacles, and vitrines used to display them in medical, natural history, 

and art museums.  

 

Beginning in the late 1980s, Leonard worked with Act Up and other artist collectives engaged in 

activist projects on behalf of HIV/AIDS and gay rights, including Gang and Fierce Pussy. After the 

1992 death of her close friend and fellow artist David Wojnarowicz from complications of AIDS, 

Leonard mounted an exhibition entitled Strange Fruit (For David) (1995), in which she sewed 

together the skins of 295 pieces of discarded fruit and decorated them with wire, buttons, and 

thread. In 1995, Leonard travelled to Alaska, where she spent two years in solitude, and to which she 

has returned repeatedly. From these experiences, she produced works about endurance and 

survival, like Tree and Fence, Out My Back Window (1998), shot in New York, which shows a tree, 

bisected by a fence and strewn with litter, growing despite such unlikely circumstances. Leonard 

undertook an ambitious project that came to be known as Analogue (1998-2007) that she completed 

with a Rolleiflex camera. Comprising approximately 400 images taken in New York and places that 

she visited in Europe and Africa, Analogue documents the disappearance of local markets and 

individual businesses as the result of an expanding global economy. Leonard presented the project 

both in a book format, pared down to ninety-two images, and as a museum display, in which the New 

York pictures are paired with images of storefronts from around the world in a grid format. Leonard’s 

more recent projects involve found photographs and postcards and a series of camera obscura 

installations that examine the processes of producing and looking at images. 

 
 





 

 

Ken Okiishi’s work reveals a fascination with the translation and migration of meaning and material in 

a world gone digital. His recent series of hybrid works—neither strictly paintings nor exclusively 

videos—derive from his experience of viewing a large abstract painting by Joan Mitchell (1925–1992) 

at the Museum of Modern Art. Taking a picture of the work with his cell phone, he was intrigued by 

the immediate impact that making the photograph had on the painting as it lost its scale and 

materiality to a small, portable field of glowing pixels and code. The resulting series, gesture/data, 

connects the surfaces, screens, and gestures that paradoxically link the techniques of gestural 

painting with the swipes, taps, pinches, and drags that characterize the way we interact with 

contemporary technology. Okiishi has created this series of paintings directly on the surfaces of flat-

screen televisions playing mash-ups of old analog home VHS recordings of TV shows partially 

recorded over with sequences from new, digitally broadcast television. Binding together the painterly 

trace of a brushstroke with multiple generations of electronically recorded media-derived image 

flows, Okiishi produces unstable, glitchy image-objects that, with a degree of humor, highlight the 

fragility and absurdity of our attempts to document human presence—while at the same time 

affirming that presence.  

 

 



 

Ken Okiishi was born in Ames, Iowa, and received his BFA from The Cooper Union,New York in 2001. 

He employs video, performance, and installation to create works that convey the moments when 

language and images begin to fall apart and there are breakdowns in communication. In his videos, 

Okiishi uses the language and musical structures of existing movie scripts and scores as a point of 

departure to uncover the dissonances of memory formation and contemporary culture. 

 

Okiishi has 

Okiishi has 

 

http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/interviews/from-the-inside-out-ken-okiishi/
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This Teacher Guide was prepared by Dina Helal, Manager of Education Resources; Lisa Libicki, 

Whitney Educator; Heather Maxson, Manager of School, Youth, and Family Programs; and Ai Wee 

Seow, Coordinator of School and Educator Programs. 

 

 

 

and 

  

Major support is provided by 

 

 
 
Support for the digital Whitney Guide, a Windows Phone app created exclusively for the 2014 Whitney Biennial, is provided by 
Microsoft. 
 

Free Guided Student Visits for New York City Public and Charter Schools endowed by 

the Allen and Kelli Questrom Foundation. 

http://www.bcbg.com/
http://www.db.com/
http://www.sothebys.com/

